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SUMMARY 

Several automated methods for scoring periodic limb movements during sleep (PLMS) and rapid 

eye movement (REM) sleep without atonia (RSWA) have been proposed, but most of them were 

developed and validated on data recorded in the same clinic, thus they may be biased.  

This work aims to validate our data-driven algorithm for muscular activity detection during sleep 

(Cesari et al., 2019), originally developed based on data recorded and manually scored at the Danish 

Center for Sleep Medicine. The validation was carried out on a cohort of 240 participants including 

de novo Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients and neurologically healthy controls, whose sleep data 

were recorded and manually evaluated at Paracelsus-Elena Klinik, Kassel, Germany. 

In the German cohort, the algorithm showed generally good agreement between manual and 

automated PLMS indices, identified with 88.75% accuracy participants with PLMS index above 15 

PLMS per hour of sleep, and with 84.17% accuracy patients suffering from REM sleep behavior 

disorder (RBD) showing RSWA. By comparing the algorithm performances in the Danish and 

German cohorts, we hypothesized that inter-clinical differences may exist in the way limb 

movements are manually scored and how healthy controls are defined. Finally, the algorithm 

performed worse in PD patients, probably due to increased artifacts caused by abnormal motor 

events related to neurodegeneration.  

Our algorithm can identify with reasonable performances participants with RBD and increased 

PLMS index in data recorded in different centers, and its application may lead to reveal inter-

clinical differences, which can be overcome in the future by applying automated methods. 

Keywords: Electromyography, Motor events during sleep, Polysomnography. 
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INTRODUCTION 

According to the current rules for identification of motor events (MEs) during sleep (Iber et al., 

2007), expert sleep technicians are requested to visually analyze and score chin and tibialis 

electromyographic (EMG) signals recorded during polysomnography (PSG). Among sleep MEs, 

periodic limb movements (PLM) during sleep (PLMS) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep 

without atonia (RSWA) are particularly important to identify. Detection of PLMS is essential and 

although PLMS are unspecific, an increased PLMS index (number of PLMS per hour of sleep 

(hsleep)) may be associated with disturbed sleep (Hogl, 2007) and has been seen in a variety of 

diseases including restless legs syndrome (Boehm et al., 2009) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) 

(Wetter et al., 2000). Identification of RSWA is a fundamental prerequisite for diagnosis of REM 

sleep behavior disorder (RBD), which is a parasomnia characterized by loss of atonia during REM 

sleep and dream-enactment, and evidence shows that idiopathic/isolated RBD (iRBD) is the 

strongest prodromal biomarker of α-synucleinopathies (Schenck et al., 2013). 

The visual identification of MEs is time-consuming and subjective, due to not uniquely 

interpretable scoring rules (Iber et al., 2007). Studies on inter-rater agreement have shown that, 

while experts tend to agree up to a level of 95% on LM identification and PLMS index (Bliwise et 

al., 1991; Wetter et al., 2004), lower agreements are seen in identification of tonic and phasic EMG 

activities which characterize RSWA, with tonic being the one with the lowest agreement among 

experts (Bliwise et al., 2018). 

In this context, automated methods for PLMS detection and RSWA identification play an 

important role, because they do not only reduce the time needed for PSG analysis, but they are also 

objective and consistent. Furthermore, the use of objective automated methods may help in 

identifying possible reasons for sleep disturbances and fragmentation. Several groups have already 

developed automated methods for identifying PLMS (Alvarez-Estevez, 2016; Ferri et al., 2005; 

Huang et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2014; Stefani et al., 2017; Wetter et al., 2004), and for detecting 

RSWA and RBD (Ferri et al., 2010; Ferri et al., 2008; Frandsen et al., 2015; Frauscher et al., 2014; 

Kempfner and Nikolic, 2014; Mayer et al., 2008). Moreover, our group has recently developed a 

data-driven algorithm based on machine learning techniques that is able to distinguish iRBD 

patients from patients suffering from PLM disorder (PLMD) and healthy controls (HC) with higher 

classification performances than other available automated methods (Cesari et al., 2019). 

A major limitation of previously developed algorithms for PLMS and RSWA identification is 

that most of them have been validated only on data recorded in the clinic where they were 
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developed, thus they might be biased towards technical settings and equipment, environmental 

aspects, and how manual scoring is performed in that particular clinic. 

This study aims to validate our data-driven algorithm for muscular activity detection during sleep 

(Cesari et al., 2019) using data recorded in a different center and to investigate the inter-clinical 

variability by analyzing the differences in the algorithm performance. The results of this study show 

the applicability of our algorithm and further confirm that data-driven methods can contribute in 

advancing research and clinical applications in sleep medicine. 

 

METHODS 

Subjects and recordings 

In the current study we included 240 elderly participants, which are part of the baseline 

evaluation of the “DeNoPa cohort” (Mollenhauer et al., 2013; Sixel-Döring et al., 2014), a 

longitudinal study including de novo PD patients, iRBD patients, and sex, age and education 

matched neurologically healthy controls. The study was approved by the local Ethical Committee 

(Landesärztekammer Hessen, Germany), made in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and 

all participants signed informed consent for the scientific use of their data. Two full-night video-

PSGs were performed for each participant at Paracelsus-Elena Klinik, Kassel, Germany (PEK) and 

the second night was considered for the analysis. If there were no second night recording or 

technical problems in one of the two nights, the valid night recording was considered. Sleep experts 

manually scored sleep stages, respiratory events, RSWA, and PLMS according to the international 

standards (Frauscher et al., 2012; Iber et al., 2007) and sleep diagnoses were made according to the 

ICSD-2 international criteria (American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 2005). All participants were 

drug-naïve for PD medication at the time of the PSG recording.  

All participants were grouped according to PD diagnosis (with PD (PD(+)) or without PD (PD(-

))), RBD diagnosis (RBD(+) or RBD(-)) and PLMS index (PLMS(+) for PLMS index ≥ 15 

PLMS/hsleep and PLMS(-) for PLMS index < 15 PLMS/hsleep). Using this division, a participant 

with no diagnosis of PD and RBD and with PLMS index < 15 PLMS/hsleep was thereby allocated 

in the group PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-). Table 1 shows the demographic and sleep information of the 

participants included in this study. 

PSG montage was set up according to standards (Iber et al., 2007) and included chin and tibialis 

left (TIBL) and right (TIBR) EMG signals, which were analyzed at a sampling frequency of 256 

Hz. Due to different hardware used, we modified the strategy for detection of artifacts due to 
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electrode pop-ups and detachments compared to our previous work (Cesari et al., 2019). In the 

current study, these artefacts were identified as areas where EMG signals were above 1e4 µV or 

constantly 0 µV for at least 10 samples. After that, the same band-pass filters (with cut-offs at 10 

and 70 Hz) were applied to the EMG signals as in our previous study (Cesari et al., 2019).  

The data-driven method for muscular activity detection and group probability estimation 

The data-driven method for muscular activity detection (Cesari et al., 2019) was developed on a 

cohort of HC, iRBD patients, and patients with PLMD evaluated at the Danish Center for Sleep 

Medicine (DCSM) and aimed to distinguish the three groups with the highest possible accuracy. 

Danish HC were selected as neurologically healthy participants without RBD and with manually 

scored PLMS index below 15 PLMS/hsleep. Fig. 1 shows an overview of how the method works. 

Figs. 1a and 1b show how the method was developed on Danish data (more details can be found 

in (Cesari et al., 2019) and in the Figure caption). First, for each EMG signal (CHIN, TIBL and 

TIBR), we trained three probabilistic models of atonia (Fig. 1a), using the assumption that HC show 

atonia in REM sleep. 

Secondly, we used the atonia models to compute features representing the coverage (%REM and 

%NREM) and frequency (DREM and DNREM) of muscular activity during sleep in chin and tibialis 

muscles and we trained a machine learning algorithm able to distinguish HC, iRBD and PLMD 

patients (Fig. 1b). Specifically, we got three probabilities of muscular activity (p(MA)) vectors (one 

from each atonia model) and for each of them we identified significant muscular activations 

(SMAs) as periods where p(MA) values exceeded a threshold (th) and clusters of SMAs closer than 

1-s were merged (Fig. 2 shows an example of identified periods of SMAs).  

From the identified SMAs, the muscular activity features (MAFs) representing the coverage 

(%REM and %NREM indicating the percentage of 1-s windows containing SMAs during REM and 

NREM sleep, respectively) and the frequency (DREM and DNREM indicating the median distance in 

seconds between SMAs onsets during REM and NREM sleep, respectively) could be computed. To 

reduce the bias of a specific atonia model, the final MAFs extracted for each muscle were the 

average values across the three atonia models.  

The MAFs from each muscle were used to train, in a 5-fold cross-validation scheme, 5 machine-

learning classifiers aiming to successfully distinguish HC, iRBD and PLMD participants. For each 

participant, the classifier outputs the probabilities (summing to 100%) that the participant is 1) a HC 

(p[HC]), 2) an iRBD patient (p[iRBD]) and 3) a PLMD patient (p[PLMD]).  
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Fig. 1c) illustrates how our algorithm was applied to the German cohort. MAFs were extracted 

from each participant using the same procedure, and the features were then fed into the 5 previously 

trained classifiers and from each of them the three output probabilities were obtained. In order to 

generalize the algorithm application, we interpreted the probabilities 1) p[HC], 2) p[iRBD], and 3) 

p[PLMD] as follows: 

1) p[RBD(-)PLMS(-)] indicates the probability that a participant shows neither RBD-like 

muscular activity nor increased PLMS index, as Danish HC had neither RBD nor increased PLMS 

index; 

2) p[RBD(+)] indicates the probability that a participant shows RBD-like muscular activity, 

without any further specification on PLMS, as 12 out of 29 Danish iRBD patients showed increased 

PLMS index (Cesari et al., 2019); 

3) p[RBD(-)PLMS(+)] indicates the probability that a participant shows increased PLMS index 

without interference of RBD-like muscular activity, as all Danish PLMD patients showed increased 

PLMS index and no RBD.  

Our interpretation of the output probabilities did not include any consideration on PD, as we 

assumed that the algorithm could identify RBD and increased PLMS index without RBD 

independently from PD diagnosis.  

Lastly, the final output probability values P[RBD(-)PLMS(-)], P[RBD(+)] and P[RBD(-

)PLMS(+)] were calculated as the median across the five classifiers’ outputs pi[RBD(-)PLMS(-)], 

pi[RBD(+)] and pi[RBD(-)PLMS(+)] respectively (i ∈ {1,…,5} indicating the classifier number) 

and normalized to sum up to 100%. 

In our previous study we found that the method achieved the highest performances without the 

need of removing muscular activity related to apneas and arousals, therefore we also did not remove 

this type of activity in the German cohort (Cesari et al., 2019). Moreover, we applied the algorithm 

with the optimal set of parameters found in (Cesari et al., 2019). 

Validation of automated PLMS index estimation 

First, we validated our data-driven method for muscular activity identification on PLMS index. 

For each 1-s window, a limb movement was automatically identified by our algorithm if at least two 

SMAs were identified in that window from two out of three different atonia models. The manual 

and automated PLMS indices were computed by applying the standard periodicity rule (Iber et al., 

2007) to the manual and automatically identified limb movements, respectively. Their agreement 

was evaluated with Spearman’s correlation coefficient through all participants (whose significance 
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was evaluated with Student’s t-test) and with Bland-Altman plot, where the differences between the 

automated and manual PLMS indices were plotted versus the manual PLMS index to visualize the 

precision of automated PLMS index estimation. Moreover, we evaluated the accuracy of the 

automated method in correctly identifying patients with normal and elevated PLMS index (i.e. 

below and above 15 PLMS/hsleep). 

Statistical analysis of the extracted features 

As described above, the data-driven method extracts from each participant 12 MAFs: %REM, 

%NREM, DREM and DNREM from chin, tibialis left and tibialis right muscles. For the statistical analysis 

of features, we averaged for each subject the values of the MAFs of the two tibialis muscles to have 

a global overview of the limb activity. For each of the so obtained 8 MAFs, we performed a 

multivariate linear regression analysis where we considered the MAF itself as the variable and the 

following factors: the presence of PD (categorical factor), the presence of RBD (categorical factor) 

and increased PLMS index (categorical factor, set to positive when the PLMS index was above 15). 

To have normally distributed variables, we log-transformed all the MAFs after adding 0.1 to the 

percentages of SMAs and 1 to the median distances to avoid infinite variable values. We corrected 

the statistical analysis for age and gender. No interaction effect was considered in the analysis. 

Multiple-comparison correction was performed with Bonferroni-Holm procedure. To validate the 

statistical models, we visually checked the normality of the residuals. 

Comparison of the classification performances on Danish and German cohorts 

Finally, we aimed to analyze the capability of the algorithm in distinguishing German groups and 

to compare the performances achieved in the German cohort to the ones in the Danish cohort 

obtained in our previous work (Cesari et al., 2019). We selected the following German groups for 

this purpose: 1) RBD(-)PLMS(-), analogous to the Danish HC because of absence of RBD 

diagnosis and normal PLMS index; 2) RBD(+), including both RBD(+)PLMS(-) and 

RBD(+)PLMS(+), similarly to the Danish iRBD patient group; and 3) RBD(-)PLMS(+), 

comparable to the Danish PLMD group for the increased PLMS index. In the three groups we 

included both participants with and without PD, as we assumed that RBD diagnosis and 

identification of increased PLMS index were independent from PD diagnosis. In this way, each 

participant was classified either as RBD(-)PLMS(-) or RBD(+) or RBD(-)PLMS(+) based on the 

highest median output probability of either P([RBD(-)PLMS(-)]) or P([RBD(+)]) or P([RBD(-

)PLMS(+)]). The classification performances were evaluated by the overall accuracy 

ACCoverall = 
TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN
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where TP, TN, FP and FN are the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives and 

false negatives of the overall classification; and with the class-wise accuracies, sensitivities and 

specificities: 

ACCi=
TPi+TNi

TPi+TNi+FPi+FNi
   SENSi=

TPi

TPi+FNi
  SPECi= 

TNi

TNi+FPi
 

where i={RBD(-)PLMS(-),RBD(+),RBD(-)PLMS(-)} is the class and TPi, TNi, FPi, FNi are the 

true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives for each class i.  

To evaluate whether inter-clinical variability affected the classification performances, we 

performed the same classification of the German participants after feature normalization, where 

each MAF fi  with i ∈ {%REM,CHIN, %NREM,CHIN, DREM,CHIN, DNREM,CHIN, %REM,TIBL, …, DNREM,TIBL, 

%REM,TIBR, …, DNREM,TIBR} was multiplied by the normalizing factor Ni defined as: 

Ni= 
f ̅
i,HC

 

f ̅
i,PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-)

 

where f ̅
i,HC

 is the average value of fi across the Danish HC and f ̅
i,PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-)

 is the average 

value of fi across the German group PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-). The normalizing factors were designed 

to make the German group PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-) having similar feature values as the Danish HC, 

to overcome possible inter-clinical differences in the way in which these analogous control groups 

were identified in the two centers. 

To compare the classification performances obtained in the German cohort of RBD(-)PLMS(-), 

RBD(+) and RBD(-)PLMS(+) to the ones obtained in the Danish cohort of HC, iRBD and PLMD, 

we evaluated whether the former were in the range of one standard deviation from the average 

performances obtained in the 5-fold cross-validation classification achieved in our previous work in 

the Danish cohort (Cesari et al., 2019).  

 

RESULTS 

Validation of automated PLMS index estimation 

The correlation between the automated and manual PLMS indices is shown in Fig. 3a, and they 

were found to be significantly positively correlated (ρ=0.85, p<0.001). Fig 3b reports the 

correspondent Bland-Altman plot where the differences between automated and manual PLMS 

indices are plotted versus the manual PLMS index. In median, the difference between the automated 

PLMS index and the manual one is 1.01 PLMS/hsleep, thus showing a generally good agreement 

between manual and automated PLMS index. However, in some cases the estimated PLMS indices 
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are considerably different from the manual ones (for 8 participants they differ for over 50 

PLMS/hsleep and for 31 participants for over 15 PLMS/hsleep).Table 2 is the confusion matrix 

showing the agreement between the manual and automated PLMS indices in identifying subjects 

with normal and elevated PLMS indices. In total, 88.75% of the participants of this study were 

correctly identified by the data-driven algorithm as having either normal or increased PLMS index.  

Statistical analysis of the extracted features 

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the feature %REM,CHIN as an example of MAF distribution across 

the groups (the distributions of the remaining 7 features are shown in Figs. S1-S7 in the Supporting 

Information). Table 3 reports the values of all the 8 MAFs across the groups and Table 4 shows the 

results of the multiple linear regression analyses. RBD is related to a significant increase of the 

percentage of SMA in chin and tibialis muscles not only during REM sleep but also during NREM 

sleep, thus confirming previous findings of increased tone in NREM sleep in RBD (Cesari et al., 

2019; Hanif et al., 2015; Miguel and Arnulf, 2017; Schenck et al., 1993). Moreover, a significant 

effect of RBD is seen also in DREM,CHIN which means that the muscular activity in chin during REM 

sleep is not just increased in percentage coverage, but is also seen more frequent. Increased PLMS 

index is related to a significantly increased and more frequent muscular activity during NREM sleep 

and increased tone in REM sleep in the tibialis muscles, as expected. The presence of PD does not 

have any significant influence on the analyzed MAFs.  

Comparison of the classification performances on Danish and German cohorts 

Fig. 5 shows the classification performances obtained in the Danish cohort of HC, iRBD and 

PLMD (Cesari et al., 2019) and in the German one of RBD(-)PLMS(-), RBD(+) and RBD(-

)PLMS(+) groups. The results are shown for normalized (Fig 5b) and not normalized (Fig 5a) 

MAFs and in the cases of including all participants (black dots), and considering only the ones with 

(red dots) and without PD (blue dots). Table 5 reports the numeric values of the performances 

shown in Fig. 5. Tables 6 and 7 show the confusion matrices in case of using not normalized and 

normalized MAFs respectively and Table 8 illustrates the normalizing factors Ni. The overall 

accuracies obtained in the German cohort shown in Fig. 5 and Table 5 laid always in the range of 

the ones obtained for the Danish cohort, with the only exception of the one achieved with not 

normalized MAFs for PD(+) participants (Fig 5a, red dot), which is only 0.4% lower than the 

Danish lower boundary. When not normalized features were used, the algorithm performed in the 

same range as in the Danish cohort for RBD(-)PLMS(-) accuracy, accuracy and specificity for 

RBD(+) and specificity for RBD(-)PLMS(+). Most of the errors were caused by RBD(-)PLMS(+) 
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that were misclassified as RBD(-)PLMS(-). When normalized features were used, the performances 

were always in the ranges obtained for the Danish cohort or even higher. Finally, we noticed that 

the algorithm generally performed worse for PD(+) compared to PD(-) participants.  

 

DISCUSSION 

This work presents an extensive validation of our data-driven algorithm, originally developed to 

identify sleep muscular activity on a Danish cohort of HC, iRBD and PLMD patients and to 

automatically distinguish them with machine learning techniques. The validation included a 

German cohort of neurologically healthy controls, iRBD patients and de-novo PD patients, who 

were all further divided according to RBD diagnosis and PLMS index. The results show that our 

algorithm can identify patients with RBD and increased PLMS index on data recorded in another 

clinic. Specifically, first we showed that the automated PLMS index had a generally good 

agreement with the manual one and that, despite evident discrepancies for some participants, the 

algorithm could distinguish the ones with elevated PLMS index from the ones with normal PLMS 

index with acceptable performances. Second, we demonstrated that the algorithm identified patients 

with RBD with performances in the same range as in the Danish cohort, but it tended to misclassify 

patients with increased PLMS index without RBD. Third, we proved that when muscular activity 

features were normalized to make PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-) group similar to the Danish HC group, all 

classification performances were similar to the ones achieved in the original Danish database. 

Finally, we noticed that the classification performances were lower in patients suffering from PD 

compared to the participants without PD.  

Comparison with other automated methods 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study transferring the application of a machine-

learning based muscular activity detection algorithm to a different center for validation. This is 

unique, as we showed that a method that has automatically learned patterns of muscular activity can 

be generalizable to data recorded and scored in a different center with other settings and 

environment. Other previously developed automated methods for PLMS and RSWA detection are 

not machine-learning based, but rely on application of rules defined by humans to identify relevant 

muscular activity events. Hardware settings, environmental factors and different populations 

influence the performances of an algorithm (Moore, 2015), therefore we think that a validation 

(even if on a small subset of the study population) should always be carried out before using the 

algorithm. 
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None of the previously developed automated algorithms for PLMS identification (Alvarez-

Estevez, 2016; Ferri et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2014; Stefani et al., 2017; Wetter 

et al., 2004) has been further validated in a different dataset or clinic from the one where it was 

developed in. To the best of our knowledge, the algorithm developed by Ferri et al. (Ferri et al., 

2005) has been applied in other datasets and clinics (e.g. (Ferri et al., 2016; Ferri et al., 2006)) but 

the automatically identified LMs have always been manually checked, therefore a formal validation 

of the algorithm on new datasets and clinics is lacking. In the German cohort, our muscular activity 

detector achieved a significant positive correlation to the manual PLMS indices, but with a lower 

coefficient than the ones reported in literature (Alvarez-Estevez, 2016; Ferri et al., 2005; Huang et 

al., 2015; Moore et al., 2014; Stefani et al., 2017; Wetter et al., 2004). The analysis of Bland-

Altman plot (Fig. 3b) reveals that generally our algorithm estimates the PLMS index with good 

precision, but for 13% of the participants the PLMS index was estimated with an error of at least 15 

PLMS/hsleep. Among the possible causes of this discrepancy we have to mention the fact that in 

the automated analysis we did not remove LMs related to respiratory events and arousals. Despite 

the seen discrepancy in PLMS index calculation, our algorithm could differentiate with 88.75% 

accuracy participants with normal and elevated PLMS index. This is the direct consequence of how 

our algorithm was originally built, as it aimed to identify PLMD patients and not to measure exactly 

the PLMS index. From this we can conclude that our algorithm can be used in clinical settings as a 

reliable tool to identify whether a subject has increased or normal PLMS index, but further work is 

needed to make the PLMS index estimation more precise.  

For RBD detection, several automated algorithms have been proposed (Ferri et al., 2010; Ferri et 

al., 2008; Frandsen et al., 2015; Frauscher et al., 2014; Kempfner and Nikolic, 2014; Mayer et al., 

2008), and compared (Cesari et al., 2018). The algorithm described in (Frauscher et al., 2014) has 

been recently applied to a big dataset (Haba-Rubio et al., 2018), but a formal validation on this 

dataset is lacking. Only REM atonia index (RAI) has been externally validated on different datasets 

and clinics from the one where it was developed (Ferri et al., 2014; Ferri et al., 2013; Ferri et al., 

2012; Figorilli et al., 2017; McCarter et al., 2017; McCarter et al., 2014). RAI values <0.8 were 

considered to be a marker of definite RSWA (Puligheddu et al., 2019) and when this cut-off was 

used for validation, iRBD patients could be distinguished from HC with 82.6% accuracy, 84% 

sensitivity, and 81% specificity (Ferri et al., 2014), and RBD could be identified in PD patients with 

85.5% accuracy, 96.6% sensitivity, and 72.0% specificity (Figorilli et al., 2017). Our method could 

identify RBD with accuracy comparable to RAI (Table 5 with not normalized features for PD(-) and 
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PD(+)), but with higher specificity and lower sensitivity, meaning that our algorithm identified 

fewer patients with RBD, but with a higher certainty than RAI. 

Inter-clinical variability 

The evaluation of inter-rater agreement between sleep experts educated in the same sleep lab 

might not be enough for its unbiased estimation, as the experts might be instructed to make manual 

scoring homogeneous in that specific lab. Therefore, a good estimation of inter-rater reliability 

should include experts from different clinics, so that inter-clinical variability is also taken into 

account (Danker-Hopfe et al., 2004). Inter-rater and inter-clinical variability has been evaluated on 

sleep staging (Danker-Hopfe et al., 2004; Rosenberg and Van Hout, 2013; Younes et al., 2018) and 

on respiratory events (Rosenberg and Van Hout, 2014). Concerning motor events during sleep, 

previous studies have always included experts trained homogenously to evaluate inter-rater 

reliability, thus excluding inter-clinical variability (Bliwise et al., 2018; Bliwise et al., 1991; Wetter 

et al., 2004). 

In this study, we investigated the inter-clinical variability by applying an objective and 

automated algorithm in similar participant groups evaluated in two different sleep centers.  

When the automated method was applied to the German dataset (Fig. 5a and Table 6), it 

performed similarly as in the Danish dataset, but it tended to misclassify patients with increased 

PLMS without RBD as having neither RBD nor increased PLMS index. However, when the 

features were normalized (Fig. 5b and Table 7), the classification performances in the German data 

rose and became similar to the ones achieved in the Danish data. The reason for this is likely due to 

the differences in how the control groups (i.e. the German PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-) and the Danish 

HC) were defined. The normalizing factors (Table 8) could help to understand these differences. It 

is seen that the normalizing factors for the percentage coverages of muscular activity of the tibialis 

muscles in REM and NREM sleep (%REM,TIBL, %REM,TIBR, %NREM,TIBL and %NREM,TIBR) are higher 

than 2, thus indicating that Danish HC showed in average increased limb muscular tone in REM 

and NREM sleep than the German PD(-)RBD(-)PLMS(-) participants. The normalizing factors for 

%REM,CHIN, %NREM,CHIN, DREM,CHIN, DREM,TIBL, DREM,TIBR and DNREM,CHIN which are all in the range 

1.08-1.71, indicating similar values for the two control groups. The normalizing factors for 

DNREM,TIBL and DNREM,TIBR are all lower than 1, indicating that Danish HC group had in average 

more frequent muscular activity during NREM in the tibialis muscles compared to the German PD(-

)RBD(-)PLMS(-) group. From this we can conclude that the participants that were manually 

categorized as controls in Denmark showed (in average) increased and more frequent muscular tone 
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in the tibialis muscles compared to the German control group. This difference cannot be attributed 

to respiratory events, as apnea/hypnopnea indices distributions are similar in the two groups (data 

not shown). However, this dissimilarity might be caused by inter-clinical differences in the way in 

which limb movements were scored (under-scored in Denmark or over-scored in Germany) and/or 

in the way in which healthy controls were defined based on the scored MEs. In the future, the use of 

an objective automated method has the potential of overcoming such differences and making 

scoring and diagnosis more uniform. 

Concerning RBD detection, similar accuracies and specificities were achieved in Danish and 

German cohorts even without normalization, and a comparable sensitivity was obtained with 

normalization. The lower sensitivity obtained when not normalizing features may be caused by the 

fact that Danish HC also had slightly increased tone in chin during REM compared to German PD(-

)RBD(-)PLMS(-) (the normalizing factor is 1.65). However, we can conclude that our automated 

method is robust to inter-clinical variability for RBD detection. 

Influence of PD diagnosis on the performances 

Despite presence of PD not showing significant influence on any of the extracted MAFs (Table 

4), the classification performances in Fig. 5, Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 were generally lower for 

PD(+) participants compared to PD(-) ones. This means that in a multivariate approach, the 

presence of PD led to more uncertainty in discriminating groups. It is interesting to notice, however, 

that RBD could be identified with higher sensitivity in PD(+) participants compared to the PD(-) 

ones, but with lower specificity. This might be caused by the fact that a significantly higher number 

of PD(+) showed REM behavioral events during sleep (Sixel-Döring et al., 2014), defined as 

dream-associated ME that were however not enough to meet the cut-off criteria for RBD diagnosis. 

This might be a confounder for the automated method, as MEs related to REM behavioral events 

might be enough to increase RBD(+) probability. At the same time, the algorithm made more errors 

in distinguishing RBD(-)PLMS(-) from RBD(-)PLMS(+) in PD(+) compared to PD(-) participants. 

This might be caused by the fact that PD(+) patients may present a variety of abnormal MEs during 

sleep, such as excessive fragmentary myoclonus (Sobreira-Neto et al., 2015) that also in this case 

might confound the automated classification. 

Limitations 

This study has some limitations. First, from a clinical perspective, it would be relevant to 

distinguish automatically the groups RBD(+)PLMS(-) from RBD(+)PLMS(+) which was not an 

aim of our original machine-learning algorithm validated here. Second, we have noticed that feature 
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normalization improved the performances of the algorithm in the German cohort, but we have not 

investigated how few controls are required for making the normalization efficient. This would be 

relevant when applying the algorithm in other clinics. Nevertheless, we have shown that the 

algorithm still achieved acceptable performance when identifying RBD and patients with increased 

PLMS index also without normalization. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we showed that our data-driven algorithm for muscular activity detection during 

sleep, trained and validated in clinical PSG recordings from the Danish Center for Sleep Medicine, 

worked efficiently when applied to data from Paracelsus-Elena Klinik in Kassel. In particular, 

participants with increased PLMS index could be identified with an accuracy of 88.75%, and RBD 

patients with an accuracy of 84.17% in a population including participants with and without PD. 

The automated method performed poorly in discriminating patients with high PLMS index and no 

RBD from the ones with low PLMS index and no RBD, and we hypothesized that this could be 

caused by inter-clinical differences in how limb movements are scored and how participants were 

defined as healthy controls. Finally, we showed that the algorithm performed worse in patients with 

PD participants without RBD, as PD patients per se might be characterized by abnormal motor 

events in sleep. 

In conclusion, this work not only transfers out machine learning algorithm for muscular activity 

detection to another clinic and and validates it, but also examines inter-clinical differences in motor 

events detection and healthy control definition. Our results point out the need of using automated 

methods in sleep analysis to overcome discrepancies between clinics. Further validations of the 

algorithm in other datasets will help to understand its strenghts and weaknesses, and to further 

analyse inter-clinical differences. As machine learning algorithms improve their generalization 

ability with bigger datasets, our method could be further improved in the future by re-training it on 

a extensive database including sleep data from different clinics. In the future, the algorithm should 

be improved with the aims of obtaining a better estimation of the PLMS index and of increasing the 

performances in PD patients. However, the results of this study already confirm the potential of 

applying machine-learning methods for muscular activity detection during sleep.  
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TABLES 

Parameter PD(-) 

RBD(-) 

PLMS(-) 

PD(-) 

RBD(-) 

PLMS(+) 

PD(-) 

RBD(+) 

PLMS(-) 

PD(-) 

RBD(+) 

PLMS(+) 

PD(+) 

RBD(-) 

PLMS(-) 

PD(+) 

RBD(-) 

PLMS(+) 

PD(+) 

RBD(+) 

PLMS(-) 

PD(+) 

RBD(+) 

PLMS(+) 

p-

value 

Count 49 45 14 17 48 37 9 21 - 

Gender (M/F) 21/28 36/9 9/5 12/5 27/21 26/11 5/4 15/6 0.02 

Age [years, 

µ±σ] 

65.24±7.0

0 

67.96±6.5

6 

66±7.39 64.65±13.

56 

63.33±9.0

2 

66.86±10.

79 

63.67±9.3

1 

68.86±7.0

7 

0.14 

PLMS index 

[#PLMS/hsle

ep, µ±σ] 

4.37±4.47 51.61±28.

82 

6.23±5.4 49.81±34.

97 

3.32±4.06 50.7±34.1

3 

7.54±5.13 67.69±45.

03 

<0.00

1 

AHI 

[#apneas/hsle

ep, µ±σ] 

3.13±5.98 2.3±3.04 0.69±1.8

4 

2.06±2.12 2.57±4.71 5.18±7.2 0.71±0.7 2.01±2.87 0.02 

W [% TIB] 23.46±11.

01 

25.15±10.

66 

21.66±7 25.94±12.

06 

23.18±10.

19 

24.5±11.4

1 

23.44±8.3

5 

25.39±9.4

7 

0.91 

REM [% 

TST] 

17.28±5.8

2 

17.46±6.1

7 

25.83±5.

63 

21.65±7.7

3 

19.36±6.6

3 

19.23±7.3

4 

19.47±5.7

5 

20±6.91 <0.01 

N1 [% TST] 25.97±12.

65 

28.33±9.8

6 

20.74±8.

09 

23.6±7.1 22.22±7.7

7 

22.92±11.

41 

25.41±6.6 24.32±8.3

8 

0.04 

N2 [% TST] 47.56±11.

06 

47.61±11.

04 

44.49±11

.1 

48.7±11.3

9 

48.8±9.83 50.33±9.6

2 

44.83±7.1

9 

50.02±10.

1 

0.65 

N3 [% TST] 9.19±6.56 6.6±7.23 8.94±9.9

6 

6.05±5.96 9.62±9 7.51±7.27 10.29±10.

86 

5.66±7.01 0.29 

Table 1: Demographic and sleep information. Statistical analyses for group comparisons of continuous variables 

were performed with Kruskal-Wallis tests and for gender distribution with chi-squared test. p-values lower than 0.05 

were considered significant and are shown in bold font. PD(+)/PD(-): with/without Parkinson’s disease; RBD(+)/RBD(-

): with/without REM sleep behavior disorder; PLMS(+)/PLMS(-):periodic limb movement during sleep (PLMS) index 

above/below 15 PLMS/hsleep; AHI: apnea/hypopnea index; TIB: time in bed; TST: total sleep time; hsleep: hours of 

sleep; µ: mean; σ: standard deviation.  
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Table 2: Confusion matrix showing the agreement between the manual and automated PLMS index in 

differentiating participants with normal and elevated PLMS index (i.e. below and above 15 PLMS/hsleep). 

PLMS: periodic limb movements during sleep; hsleep: hours of sleep. 

  

 Automated PLMS index <15 

PLMS/hsleep 

Automated PLMS index ≥15 

PLMS/hsleep 

Manual PLMS index <15 

PLMS/hsleep 

98  22  

Manual PLMS index ≥15 

PLMS/hsleep 

5  115  
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Table 3: Distribution of the movement amplitude features (MAFs) across the participant groups as mean and 

one standard deviation. PD(+)/PD(-): with/without Parkinson’s disease; RBD(+)/RBD(-): with/without REM sleep 

behavior disorder; PLMS(+)/PLMS(-):periodic limb movement during sleep (PLMS) index above/below 15 

PLMS/hsleep; %REM/NREM,CHIN/TIB: percentage of 1-s windows containing significant muscular activations (SMAs) in 

REM/NREM sleep in chin/tibialis (as average of tibialis left and right) muscles; DREM/NREM,CHIN/TIB: median distance 

between SMAs onsets measured in seconds in REM/NREM sleep in chin/tibialis (as average of tibialis left and right) 

muscles; hsleep: hours of sleep. For more in depth explanation of the features, see (Cesari et al., 2019). 

MAF RBD(-)PLMS(-) RBD(-)PLMS(+) RBD(+)PLMS(-) RBD(+)PLMS(+) 

PD(-) PD(+) PD(-) PD(+) PD(-) PD(+) PD(-) PD(+) 

%REM,CHIN 

[%] 

0.68±0.69 1.70±3.91 0.70±0.69 1.41±2.82 8.62±9.79 4.44±2.69 5.92±4.48 6.26±7.75 

%NREM,CHI

N [%] 

1.37±1.21 1.84±2.48 1.60±1.84 1.87±2.72 2.69±2.61 3.03±4.30 4.45±3.78 1.70±1.97 

DREM,CHIN 

[s] 

124.34±165.3

5 

100.03±91.38 125.88±139.0

2 

180.70±251.1

7 

41.23±41.69 37.83±26.60 32.27±37.3

0 

38.83±37.9

1 

DNREM,CHIN 

[s] 

49.77±49.55 98.18±166.11 53.03±91.19 107.84±145.4

1 

44.38±24.11 42.35±37.44 31.72±16.1

1 

76.94±86.9

4 

%REM,TIB 

[%] 

0.78±0.79 0.87±1.31 1.38±1.31 1.86±2.95 2.96±3.96 1.27±1.24 4.23±3.91 4.61±4.24 

%NREM,TIB 

[%] 

0.54±0.66 0.52±0.67 2.49±1.84 2.44±2.05 2.27±2.63 0.45±0.31 5.00±3.73 3.48±3.55 

DREM,TIB 

[s] 

70.04±82.96 87.22±56.08 62.18±40.31 66.25±50.03 63.20±26.55 92.18±67.16 60.77±56.9

9 

38.95±22.6

2 

DNREM,TIB 

[s] 

110.57±103.7

7 

123.14±130.1

6 

35.84±17.47 37.19±18.02 105.50±67.8

6 

177.93±166.6

8 

32.08±11.2

6 

54.00±58.2

7 
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Table 4: Results of the multivariate regression statistical analyses. Each muscle activity feature (MAF) was a 

variable and Parkinson’s diagnosis (PD), REM sleep behavior disorder diagnosis (RBD) and increased periodic limb 

movement during sleep index (PLMS) were categorical factors. The analysis was corrected for age and gender. For each 

analysis, the Student’s t-test statistic (t-stat) and correspondent p-value are shown for each factor. p-values that 

remained significant at a 0.05 critical value after Bonferroni-Holm correction are in bold font. %REM/NREM,CHIN/TIB: 

percentage of 1-s windows containing significant muscular activations (SMAs) in REM/NREM sleep in chin/tibialis (as 

average of tibialis left and right) muscles; DREM/NREM,CHIN/TIB: median distance between SMAs onsets measured in 

seconds in REM/NREM sleep in chin/tibialis (as average of tibialis left and right) muscles. 

 

MAF PD RBD PLMS 

t-stat p-value t-stat p-value t-stat p-value 

%REM,CHIN 0.638 0.524 13.344 <0.001 -0.525 0.600 

%NREM,CHIN -1.902 0.058 3.451 <0.001 0.449 0.654 

DREM,CHIN 0.424 0.672 -6.392 <0.001 0.073 0.942 

DNREM,CHIN 1.837 0.068 -0.011 0.992 -0.368 0.714 

%REM,TIB -0.477 0.634 8.150 <0.001 4.621 <0.001 

%NREM,TIB -1.894 0.060 4.56 <0.001 13.83 <0.001 

DREM,TIB -0.113 0.910 -1.675 0.096 -2.459 0.015 

DNREM,TIB -1.871 0.063 -0.960 0.339 -9.607 <0.001 
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  ACCoverall[

%] 

HC / RBD(-)PLMS(-) iRBD / RBD(+) PLMD / RBD(-)PLMS(+) 

  ACC[%

] 

SENS[

%] 

SPEC[

%] 

ACC[%

] 

SENS[

%] 

SPEC[

%] 

ACC[%

] 

SENS[

%] 

SPEC[

%] 

Danish 

cohort 

µ 70.76 81.52 69.43 85.64 80.58 73.38 84.04 79.42 72.06 85.60 

µ-σ 63.01 73.32 49.03 80.07 71.97 63.22 70.67 70.75 55.39 75.78 

µ+σ 78.51 89.72 89.83 91.21 89.19 83.54 97.41 88.09 88.73 95.42 

German 

cohort, 

MAF 

All 63.33 74.58 89.69 64.33 84.17 59.02 92.73 67.92 35.37 84.81 

PD(-) 64.00 75.20 93.88 63.16 85.60 51.61 96.81 67.20 40.00 82.50 

PD(+

) 

62.61 73.91 85.42 65.67 82.61 66.67 88.24 68.70 29.73 87.18 

German 

cohort, 

normalize

d MAF 

All  72.08 82.08 73.20 88.11 82.50 70.49 86.59 79.58 71.95 83.54 

PD(-) 77.60 87.20 79.59 92.11 87.20 67.74 93.62 80.80 82.22 80.00 

PD(+

) 

66.09 76.52 66.67 83.58 77.39 73.33 78.82 78.26 59.46 87.18 

Table 5: Classification performances in the Danish and German cohorts. The performances for the Danish groups 

healthy controls (HC), idiopathic RBD patients  (iRBD), and patients suffering from periodic limb movement disorder 

(PLMD) were compared to the ones for the German RBD(-)PLMS(-), RBD(+), and RBD(-)PLMS(+) groups. Overall 

accuracy (ACCoverall) and class-wise accuracies (ACC), sensitivities (SENS) and specificities (SPEC) are shown as 

mean value (µ) and range of one standard deviation (µ-σ, µ+σ) across the 5-folds used in the classification for the 

Danish cohort (Cesari et al., 2019), in both cases of using not normalized and normalized muscular activity features 

(MAFs) for the German cohort. The performances are shown for all participants, for only the ones without Parkinson’s 

disease (PD(-)) and for only the ones with PD (PD(+)) in the German data. Performances achieved in the German 

cohort that lay in the range of the Danish ones are shown in bold font. RBD(+)/RBD(-): with/without REM sleep 

behavior disorder; PLMS(+)/PLMS(-):periodic limb movement during sleep (PLMS) index above/below 15 

PLMS/hsleep; hsleep: hours of sleep. 
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  Predicted 

  RBD(-)PLMS(-) RBD(+) RBD(-)PLMS(+) 

Actual RBD(-)PLMS(-) 87(46/41) 6(1/5) 4(2/2) 

RBD(+) 5(3/2) 36(16/20) 20(12/8) 

RBD(-)PLMS(+) 46(25/21) 7(2/5) 29(18/11) 

Table 6: Confusion matrix for classifying RBD(-)PLMS(-), RBD(+), RBD(-)PLMS(+) participants when not 

normalized muscular activity features were used. Results are shown for all participants and for PD(-)/PD(+) 

participants in parentheses. PD(+)/PD(-): with/without Parkinson’s disease; RBD(+)/RBD(-): with/without REM sleep 

behavior disorder; PLMS(+)/PLMS(-):periodic limb movement during sleep (PLMS) index above/below 15 

PLMS/hsleep; hsleep: hours of sleep. 
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  Predicted 

  RBD(-)PLMS(-) RBD(+) RBD(-)PLMS(+) 

Actual RBD(-)PLMS(-) 71 (39/32) 16 (4/12) 10 (6/4) 

RBD(+) 2 (0/2) 43 (21/22) 16 (10/6) 

RBD(-)PLMS(+) 15 (6/9) 8 (2/6) 59 (37/22) 

Table 7: Confusion matrix for classifying RBD(-)PLMS(-), RBD(+), RBD(-)PLMS(+) participants when 

normalized muscular activity features were used. Results are shown for all participants and for PD(-)/PD(+) 

participants in parentheses. PD(+)/PD(-): with/without Parkinson’s disease; RBD(+)/RBD(-): with/without REM sleep 

behavior disorder; PLMS(+)/PLMS(-):periodic limb movement during sleep (PLMS) index above/below 15 

PLMS/hsleep; hsleep: hours of sleep. 
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 MAF 

 %REM,CH

IN 

%NREM,C

HIN 

DREM,CH

IN 

DNREM,CH

IN 

%REM,TI

BL 

%NREM,TI

BL 

DREM,TI

BL 

DNREM,TI

BL 

%REM,TI

BR 

%NREM,TI

BR 

DREM,TI

BR 

DNREM,TI

BR 

N 1.65 1.08 1.45 1.71 2.02 2.23 1.23 0.67 2.62 2.04 1.54 0.68 

Table 8: Normalizing factors (N) calculated for all the muscular activity features (MAFs). %REM/NREM,CHIN/TIBL/TIBR: 

percentage of 1-s windows containing significant muscular activations (SMAs) in REM/NREM sleep in chin/tibialis 

left/tibialis right muscles; DREM/NREM,CHIN/TIBL/TIBR: median distance between SMAs onsets measured in seconds in 

REM/NREM sleep in chin/tibialis left/tibialis right muscles. 
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of how the data-driven method was trained in the Danish cohort and applied to the 

German one. A more detailed explanation can be found in (Cesari et al., 2019). 

a) Training of the probabilistic models of atonia. Twenty-seven Danish healthy controls (HC) were randomly divided 

into 3 subgroups. Normalized mean absolute amplitude EMG values (MAAV’) were calculated in 1-s windows with 

50% overlap in chin, tibialis left (TIBL) and right (TIBR) EMG signals during REM sleep. These values were used to 

build 9 models of atonia, one for each muscle and subgroup.  

b) Training of the machine-learning classifiers to distinguish between Danish HC, idiopathic REM sleep behavior 

disorder (iRBD) patients and patients with periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD). From each of the 27 HC, 29 

iRBD and 36 PLMD Danish participants, MAAV’ were calculated from lights off to lights on in 1-s windows with 50% 

overlap. For each muscle, three probabilities of muscular activity p(MA) were derived as inversely proportional to the 

likelihood of the MAAV’ values of being atonia, based on the three previously built atonia models. Significant muscular 

activations (SMAs) were then identified when p(MA) values exceeded a threshold th, and clusters of SMAs closer than 

1-s were merged. From the identified SMAs, the following muscular activity features (MAFs) were extracted for each 

participant: the percentage of 1-s windows with SMA during REM and NREM sleep (%REM and %NREM respectively), 

and the median distance in seconds between SMA onsets during REM and NREM sleep (DREM and DNREM respectively). 

To avoid the bias of a particular HC subgroup, the MAFs were averaged across the three atonia models. The so obtained 

final MAFs were used to train (in a 5-fold cross-validation scheme) 5 different classifiers able to distinguish between 

HC, iRBD and PLMD participants based on the MAFs distributions of the training data. During evaluation, each 

classifier could give in output three probabilities (summing to 100%): the probability of being 1) a HC (p[HC]), 2) an 

iRBD patient (p[iRBD]), and 3) a PLMD patient (p[PLMD]).  

c) Application of the trained machine-learning algorithm to each participant of the German cohort. For each participant 

in the German cohort, average MAFs were extracted in the same way as in Fig. 1b) and then fed into the 5 classifiers 

trained in the Danish cohort. The three probability values in output from each classifier could be interpreted as: the 

probability that the participant 1) had neither RBD-like muscular activity nor increased PLMS index (p[RBD(-)PLMS(-

)]); 2) showed RBD-like movements(p[RBD(+)]); and 3) showed increased PLMS index but not RBD-like movements 

(p[RBD(-)PLMS(+)]). The final output probabilities P[RBD(-)PLMS(-)], P[RBD(+)] and P[RBD(-)PLMS(+)] were 

calculated as the median probabilities across the outputs of the 5 classifiers. 
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Figure 2: Example of identification of periods with significant muscular activations (SMAs). In the top figure an EMG 

signal is shown (blue) and in the bottom the correspondent derived probability of muscular activity (p(MA)) is shown 

(red). When p(MA) values exceed the threshold (black dashed line), SMAs are identified (red areas).  
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Figure 3: a) Correlation between the manual and automatically computed PLMS indices for all the participants The 

Spearman’s correlation coefficient and its significance are shown. b) Bland-Altman plot for the automated and manual 

PLMS indices. Median value and 2.5th, 97.5th percentiles are shown to give an estimation of the 95% confidence 

interval. #PLMS/hsleep: number of periodic limb movements during sleep per hour of sleep. 
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Figure 4: Distribution of the percentage of 1-s windows with significant muscular activity in chin muscle during REM 

sleep (%REM,CHIN) across the participant groups. Bar heights represent average values in the groups and whiskers one 

standard deviation, dots represent singular participant values. PD(+)/PD(-): with/without Parkinson’s disease; 

RBD(+)/RBD(-): with/without REM sleep behavior disorder; PLMS(+)/PLMS(-):periodic limb movement during sleep 

(PLMS) index above/below 15 PLMS/hsleep; hsleep: hours of sleep. 
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Figure 5: Comparison between the performances obtained for the Danish cohort (healthy controls (HC), patients with 

idiopathic RBD (iRBD), and patients suffering from periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD)) and the ones achieved 

in the German cohort (RBD(-)PLMS(-), RBD(+), and RBD(-)PLMS(+) in case of using a) not normalized and b) 

normalized muscular activity features. Overall accuracy (ACCoverall) and class-wise accuracies (ACC), sensitivities 

(SENS) and specificities (SPEC) are shown as mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) across the 5-folds used for 

classification in the Danish cohort and for all participants (black dots), participants without PD (PD(-), blue dots) and 

patients with PD (PD(+), red dots) from the German cohort. PD(+)/PD(-): with/without Parkinson’s disease; 

RBD(+)/RBD(-): with/without REM sleep behavior disorder; PLMS(+)/PLMS(-):periodic limb movement during sleep 

(PLMS) index above/below 15 PLMS/hsleep; hsleep: hours of sleep. 

 


